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Abstract A real challenge for manufacturing industry is to be able to control
not only the manufacturing process but also the production quality. Products
that are suspected to be faulty are deviated from their nominal path in the
production line and inspected more closely. The fact that some products de-
viate from the nominal path and others fail at some check operations can be
used as an indicator of poor product quality. Based on this idea, this paper
proposes a method to compute a product quality index or more exactly a
penalty index taking into account both product path and production batches.
The method relies on categorizing the products according to how they follow
the production path and process mining techniques. The originality of the pro-
posed index is to be built from advanced data analysis techniques enhanced by
expert know-how. The quality index highlights risk of customer return, which
is highly relevant information for the after sales service. The significance of
the method is illustrated on a printed circuit board production line using sur-
face mount technology at Vitesco Technologies. Data is collected from the real
manufacturing execution system. The results obtained over more than 10000
single electronic boards show that 91.7% of the products are in good compli-
ance with respect to the requirements. For the other products, the method
identifies the root causes of poor quality that may call for maintenance or
reconfiguration actions.
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1 Introduction

Controlling and optimising the quality of produced parts is a major challenge
in the industry today. There is a need for methods to verify that quality
objectives are reached and to propose maintenance actions risen from this
challenge.

Industry 4.0 is a digital and connected industry offering continuous in-
formation related to manufacturing processes and products. In this context,
these methods must be able to deal with massive amounts of production data,
notably during process execution. Production data are tracked and collected
in real-time by Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). These data allow
virtual representations in the form of digital twins of the production process,
from the manufacturing order to product delivery. Process mining is a family
of process data analysis methods to discover, monitor and improve processes
by extracting knowledge from event logs recorded by such systems [1]. The
extracted knowledge is captured in a model that represents the process as it
is and not as perceived by the expert. As a consequence, deviations between
observed process behaviour (real behaviour) and expected behaviour (theoret-
ical or planned) can be highlighted. Key indicators can be designed from these
deviations to guide maintenance decision making.

At Vitesco Technologies, Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) are manufactured
continuously 7 days a week, 24 hours a day under strict process checking.
Products suspected to be faulty are deviated from their nominal path in the
production line and inspected more closely. The fact that some products de-
viate from their nominal path and others fail at some check operations might
indicate a risk of poor quality. This risk is related to the discrepancy between
the expected, validated production flow and the actual observed production
flow. Moreover, not only single product paths could be an indicator of prod-
uct quality but the distribution of the production batch paths can also give a
hint on this. Intuitively a “good” PCB produced within a batch of all “good”
products, i.e. respecting the expected path and within the validated time con-
straints, is expected to have a better quality than a “good” PCB being the
only “good” product of its production batch. The approach proposed in this
paper is based on this expert intuition. It relies on categorizing products ac-
cording to the path they follow along the process and on the results for their
production batches. These information are formalized and ultimately used to
compute a penalty index. This work can be related to virtual metrology that
applies to the semiconductor manufacturing domain [2].

The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, an end-to-end log-based
framework is developed to compute a penalty index as a relevant indicator of
product quality. For this, different process mining approaches to discover and
represent the underlying model and to check product path conformance are
applied. Second, the framework is applied to a real PCB assembly process of
Vitesco Technologies.

The originality of proposed index is that it is computed from the data
collected on the PCB assembly process, taking into account the production
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flow and time as a key factor. In this way it differs from quality indexes that
are only based on measurements or checks directly on the products. Moreover,
the proposed index not only allows to take into account product paths with
related flow times but also production batches. Last but not least, it captures
business knowledge and evaluates individual products as well as the overall
process for every specific phase of the production.

The results obtained on an industrial use case demonstrate the significance
of the proposed index and its value for diagnosing the health status of indus-
trial processes and trigger the adequate actions.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives some background on pro-
cess mining. Section 3 describes the PCB assembly process and data struc-
ture. Then, section 4 presents the mathematical concepts of process model
and time constraints as well as their construction method. Section 5 explains
how product populations are categorized and the concepts that are used to
build a relevant product penalty index to assess product quality. Results on
the industrial use case are given in section 6. Finally, section 7 provides some
conclusions and perspectives.

2 Background on process mining

The field of process mining is concerned with extracting useful information
about process execution, by analysing event logs [1]. The research area of
process mining is large and leads to a wide range of applications. For example,
process mining techniques have been applied to support the invoice handling
process in a road construction and maintenance company [3], for organizational
mining to discover social networks and to optimize the underlying processes
[4], or in the healthcare environment to improve the quality of patient care [5].
This section presents an overview of this field and its applications, pointing at
the own objectives of the work presented in this paper.

By extracting knowledge from event logs, process mining aims to discover,
monitor and improve real processes. Process mining includes process discovery,
conformance checking and process enhancement (i.e., model extension, repair,
etc.). Process discovery and conformance checking are the most important
tasks.
Process discovery consists of finding a process model by analysing a set
of sequences or traces extracted from event logs. Many process discovery al-
gorithms have been proposed in the literature. The α algorithm [4] is the
first and simple discovery technique that constructs causal relationships ob-
served between tasks. This algorithm was proven to be correct for a large
class of processes [4]. However it has problems with noise and incompleteness
[6]. Therefore, other advanced techniques were developed. Heuristic mining
[7] uses causal nets [6] for process model representation. This algorithm takes
frequencies of events and sequences into account when constructing a process
model. The basic idea is that infrequent paths should not be incorporated into
the model. Inductive miner [8] is an improvement of the α algorithm and of
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the heuristic miner. The Inductive miner works by repeatedly finding a split
in the event log into smaller event logs. The procedure is repeated until a base
case (sub-log with only one activity) is reached. The first inductive miner was
presented in [8], then [9] proposed an adaptation of this algorithm to deal
with incomplete logs and [10] solved the problem of scalability with quality
guarantees. Other algorithms like genetic process mining that use an iterative
procedure were also proposed in [11]. The algorithm proposed in this paper
relies on a so-called Directly-Follows Graph(DFG) for process representation
and on a frequency-based filtering to tackle complexity problem.
Conformance checking refers to the analysis of the consistency between
the behaviour of a process described in a process model and event logs that
have been recorded during the execution of the process [12]. This work brings
important notions [13], like:

– fitness measures the extend to which log traces can be associated with
execution paths specified in the process model: a model fits a log if all
traces in the log can be replayed by the model,

– appropriateness provides the degree of accuracy and clarity in which the
process model describes the observed behaviour.

Conformance checking is useful in several tasks, among them performance
analysis [14], high-level deviations [15] and alignment-based precision metrics
[16], where alignment indicates the differences between the model paths and
the log traces. The conformance checking approach proposed in this article is
original in the sense that it uses a decision tree with various criteria to compare
real behaviour with the process model taking into account time constraints.

Process mining was originally developed for Business Process Management
(BPM), so there have been many applications in real business process. [17]
processed event logs to configure process risk indicators (PRIs) that predict
process delay. [18] presents an overview of existing discovery techniques for the
construction of high-level Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) mod-
els. There are also the applications of process mining in healthcare [19]. There
have been less applications of process mining in the manufacturing industry.
[20] proposed a system architecture to use both structured and unstructured
data to discover process model and analyse the performance. [21] developed
a data model which merges data from different information systems to create
event logs for process mining in end-to-end order processing. Process mining
techniques have also been applied in the analysis and prediction of manufac-
turing costs [22]. The heuristic miner algorithm was applied in [23] to obtain
the process model, then used for maintenance inspection interval optimisation.

This paper proposes a process mining framework for the manufacturing sec-
tor. The objective of the framework is to characterise product quality based on
event logs recorded from an end-to-end PCB assembly process. The approach
follows a standard process mining framework depicted in Figure 1 [24]. This
figure summarises the process mining framework in a manufacturing process
environment. In the data preparation step (step 1), raw data is extracted in
form of text messages from the MES databases and it is converted to event
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logs. Then, the event logs are pre-processed by checking missing values, filter-
ing out redundant data and duplicated values, etc. (step 2). For this use case,
the manufacturing process mining and analysis step (step 3) focuses notably on
process perspective that consists of discovering process model, executing con-
formance checking and performance analysis. Finally, results and evaluations
are presented in step 4. The tasks involved in this process mining framework
are presented in more detail all along the paper.

3 The PCB assembly process

The use case of this study concerns the PCB assembly process given in Figure
2. This process is divided into two main phases:

– Front End assembly (FE): Electronic components are placed and soldered
onto the PCB.

– Back End assembly (BE): Connectors are added into the electronic boards
and the whole is covered by the housing.

In the front end, the electronic boards are assembled using Surface
Mount Technology (SMT ). A schematic view of a SMT line is presented
in Figure 2. In the first process, called Solder Paste Printing (SPP ), solder
paste is pressed through a stencil mask to create a film over the PCB that
forms primary interconnection basis between the components and connection
pads. Next, the solder deposit quality is verified by the Solder Paste Inspection
(SPI) machine. In this process, several properties of the pad such as volume,
area, height and position are measured and verified according to the standard

Fig. 1: Process mining framework
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Fig. 2: A schematic view of PCB assembly process

limits. PCBs that are judged as good continue through the placement pro-
cess. There, electronic components are mounted directly onto the surface of
the PCB. At this point the joints are still in a liquid form so the components
float in their position but are not permanently attached to the PCB. This
happens in the next step, called reflow.

The reflow oven is divided into several sections allowing the PCBs to
be conveyed in a specific temperature profile. Temperatures in each part are
strictly controlled to guarantee the quality of the solder pads and the integrity
of the placed components. The front end phase ends with an Automated Opti-
cal Inspection (AOI) that checks components final position and solders quality.
The front end phase is then repeated on double-sided boards. In the rest of
this paper,the front end process in the first side of PCB is denoted as FE1
and FE2 for the second side.

Once all components have been fixed to the PCB, an electrical test is
performed. The In Circuit Test (ICT ) checks the connections and verifies
that the components correspond to their specifications. It is important to
notice that each PCB can contain one or more sub-panels depending on the
product type. In the front end phase the whole panel pass through processes
and is modified or controlled at the same time.

The back end phase starts by cutting the PCB into single products.
In this phase, the connectors that communicate with peripherals are fixed to
the PCB and the set is assembled in a housing for protection and thermal
dissipation. The final product is ready to be packed just after performing the
functional tests that verify product operation. It is worth noting that, contrary
to front end lines that have a standard configuration,back end lines are suited
to the specific needs of each product, and in many cases, employ a combination
of human operators and specialised robots [25].

Although several tests check the quality of solder pads and the function of
electronic components during production process, i.e. SPI, AOI, ICT , etc.,
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this is not enough to evaluate the global quality of final products. In fact,
when assembling PCBs, processing times are one of the most important fac-
tors affecting product quality. Indeed, throughout the assembly process the
PCBs are exposed to several factors affecting the reliability of electronics.
Among the well known factors, there are temperature, relative humidity and
dust. The impact of these factors on the reliability of electronics increases as
the size of electronics reduces. Some moisture sensitive components can be
damaged during reflow when moisture trapped inside the component expands.
These sensitive components are always sealed in a air-tight packaging includ-
ing the Moisture Sensitivity Level (MSL) information, i.e. the time period in
which a moisture sensitive device can be exposed to ambient room conditions.
Most of the damages caused by moisture, e.g. delamination, die damage, in-
ternal cracks, etc., are not visible on the component surface and therefore not
detected by the visual inspection processes. In order to prevent moist related
damage, the MSL should always be respected, and therefore the assembly
processing times should be under control.

At Vitesco Technologies, production is organised in batches. The aim of
the batch concept is that products within a batch are assembled under almost
identical conditions and configuration. It is important to note that even if
products in a batch are assembled under the same configuration, their pro-
duction paths may be different because of operation failures. Batches can be
retrieved automatically from event logs by identifying inactive periods. An
inactive period is a time interval in which no product passes along the line.

All the products at Vitesco Technologies plants are tracked by a unique
id in form of a data matrix marked on the PCB. This matrix is read each
time the PCB goes through an operation. Information from all processes is
collected in real-time by the Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES). The
MES takes an important role in the smart factory transformation and the
fourth industrial revolution. Indeed, a MES tracks, traces and controls the
production, from the manufacturing order to product delivery.

4 Timed process model construction

The presented work takes place in a general process mining framework in
which the event logs from the MES are leveraged to analyse the real process
behaviour. For doing so, a process discovery step is performed leading to the
construction of a timed process model. The aim of a timed process model is to
represent the real process with time constraints that will be used for products
quality characterisation. This type of model is then constructed from event
logs in three steps. In the first step a model simply called process model is
built without time consideration. In a second step, behavioural patterns are
extracted from the initial model. Finally time constraints are added to obtain
the timed process model.
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4.1 Process model construction

The process model is an event based model. To go further in the description
of the model construction, let us formally define the concept of event which
relies on the concept of event type expressing the semantic label associated
with an event. The set of all event types is denoted by E .

Definition 1 (Event) An event is defined as a pair (ei, ti), where ei ∈ E is
an event type that identifies the event and ti ∈ T is the event date given by a
timestamp.

Time representation relies on the time point algebra and time is considered
as a linearly ordered discrete set of timestamped instants whose resolution is
sufficient to capture the process dynamics. Events generally come in streams
forming sequences.

Definition 2 (Sequence) An event sequence S ∈ (E×T )∗ 1 of dimension h is
a chronologically ordered set of events defined as S = 〈(ei, ti)〉h = {(ei, ti)/ei ∈
E , ti−1 < ti, i = 1, . . . , h and t0 = 0}.

Given a set of process activities, events are useful to represent the beginning
and the end of each activity. Event types provide an identifier for the activity
and the date places them in an ordered sequence.

A process instance is characterised by the sequence of activities that are
executed, hence by an event sequence qualified as a trace. An event log gathers
several traces.

Definition 3 (Trace) A trace is a specific event sequence σ ∈ (E × T )∗

corresponding to some process instance. The trace support Eσ is given by the
sequence of event types present in the trace ordered according the trace.

Definition 4 (Event Log) An event log L is a multi-set over (E × T )∗, i.e.
a trace can appear multiple times in an event log.

An event log contains data related to a process, i.e. the assembly process
of electronic boards in the presented use case.

Each process gives rise to as many process instances as products. A process
instance is characterised by a set of generated events that are gathered in a
trace. The structure of event logs is presented in Figure 3.

Event logs are stored in a tabular format in which columns are different
attributes and rows represent events. A fragment of event log used in this study
is shown in Table 2 where an event is associated with a product (process
instance), an operation, the machine being operated and a timestamp. The
whole analysis is performed on tabular data. However, for the visualisation
of the process model, a graphical representation that fits with the concept of
directly follows graph in process mining is used.

1 This notation is inspired by the Kleene star that, applied to a set of symbols, provides
the set of all strings over these symbols, including the empty string [26].
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Fig. 3: Tree structure of an event log

Definition 5 (Directly Follows Graph) A directly follows graph, denoted as
DFG is a pair (G,L) such that:

– G is a directed graph G = (V,E) with vertex set V and edge set E.
– L is a set of labels, where lij is associated with the edge between vertex vi

and vertex vj .

Definition 6 (Process model) A process model, denoted as PM is a DFG,
where V is instantiated with the set of event types related to process operations
and the edges of E represent the precedence relation according to the traces
of the process. V includes two specific nodes, a source node vstart and a well
node vend. The edge labels in L can represent different information, such as
transition counts, time durations, etc.

In this real use case, V is the set of event types occurring in the traces
of production process, E is the set of all possible transitions representing
product state changes, and L contains information about the frequency of
these state changes stored in the event log. The DFG of production process
obtained from all event logs data related to a product family collected in
2019 is shown in Figure 4. The graph was automatically constructed using
the process mining library developed in python PM4Py [27]. In this graph,
the event types associated to nodes are numeric identifiers of operations and
are anonymized for confidentiality concerns. The vstart and vend nodes ares
in green and orange respectively. The edges refer to product state transitions
between operations. Additionally, the label lij on top of each edge represents
the number of products that have taken the corresponding transition. The
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Fig. 4: Process model represented by a DFG
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number of products that have gone through operations is reflected by the
more or less dark purple color of the nodes. This number is reported between
brackets in every node.

Fig. 5: Zoom of the DFG representing the process model on the solder paste
inspection side 1

For example, there are 10258 product transitions between the node marked
with the event type operation 1, i.e the laser marking operation and the node
marked operation 2 that corresponds to the solder paste inspection side 1.
There are 10264 products that have gone through operation 1 and 10272 that
have gone through operation 2 (see Figure 5).

4.2 Pattern extraction from the process model

Since the construction exploits all the transitions that have been undertaken by
the products in 2019, the resulting process model is unstructured and appears
as a spaghetti. Therefore, this model needs to be pruned to reveal interesting
underlying patterns and to facilitate the analysis. To do this, several process
discovery techniques exist as mentioned in Section 2. In the first instance, a
simple algorithm is developed to find the nominal process model or nominal
pattern. Before describing this, notice that a trace as defined in definition 3
corresponds to a path between the two nodes vstart and vend in the PM . The
PM shown in Figure 4 includes such paths. The nominal process model is
constructed based on the path that most products follow. This path is called
the nominal path noted P∗. Products of the same family follow the same path
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if nothing wrong happens along the production chain. The nominal path P∗
is then computed by the following formula:

P∗ = argmax
P∈PM

freq(P) (1)

where freq(P) returns the number of traces, i.e. process instances, that follow
the path P.

To apply formula (1), it is necessary to extract the list of all paths and
their frequency from the event log. Then, the most frequent path in the process
model is the nominal path which corresponds to the nominal process model.
In Figure 4, the nominal path can be retrieved by following purple colour
operation identifiers.

This work focuses on the normal behaviour of the process, nevertheless
others criteria can be defined to extract particular paths from the PM and
then to obtain other behaviours of interest i.e. others patterns.

The resulting model does not integrate any timed information. Neverthe-
less, as time constraints are quite indicative of process problems, the proposal
is to integrate them in the model as presented in the next section.

4.3 Timed process model

By integrating time aspects in the process model, the objective is to retrieve
the normal time constraints between process operations. For this, we introduce
interval time labels that represent the time ranges of all products travelling
between two operations for a set of process instances. The timed process model
is thus the process model labeled with time intervals representing the time
constraints for process instances.

Consider an event log L that gathers a set of traces T representing different
instances of the same process.

Consider an edge between two adjacent vertices vi and vj ∈ V correspond-
ing to two event types ei and ej that belong to the support of all the traces in
a subset Tk ⊆ T . The subset Tk gathers the traces that take a path through
the consecutive operations represented by vi and vj . Let us also assume that
in any trace σ ∈ Tk, the timestamps of ei and ej are such that tj > ti, then
the label lij is determined as follows:

lij = [∆t−ij , ∆t
+
ij ] (2)

where:

∆t−ij = minei,ej∈Eσ,σ∈Tk(tj − ti),
∆t+ij = maxei,ej∈Eσ,σ∈Tk(tj − ti).

The time intervals bounds defined by equation (2) represent the inf and
sup of the elapsed time between two consecutive product states in the process.
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Definition 7 (Timed process model)
A timed process model (t-PM) is a process model PM for which edges are

labeled according to the time constraints given by equation (2).

A process instance, or a trace σ∗ = 〈(e1, t∗1), (e2, t
∗
2), ..., (en, t

∗
n)〉 satisfies

the timed process model if:

1. The sequence of event types 〈e1, e2, ..., en〉 can be replayed in the graph G
of t-PM .

2. All event pairs (ei, t
∗
i ) and (ej , t

∗
j ) satisfy the time constraint [∆t−ij , ∆t

+
ij ],

i.e. t∗j − t∗i ∈ [∆t−ij , ∆t
+
ij ].

5 Characterising production quality

The timed process model obtained in 4.3 provides a characterisation of the
observed process that can be used as support to better evaluate the quality of
final products. To achieve this, products are sorted into populations (i.e the
set of traces related to the product) and each population is associated with a
penalty index depending on the conformance of the paths with the obtained
model. In fact, a classification algorithm is developed to categorize products
based on their production path (i.e. process instance).

5.1 Sorting populations by conformance checking

Populations are defined by constructing a decision tree [28]. The primary ad-
vantage of using a decision tree is that it is easy to follow and understand.
Decision trees have four main parts: a root node, internal nodes, leaf nodes and
branches. The root node is the starting point of the tree, and both root and
internal nodes contain a test based on an attribute. Each branch represents
the answer to the test, and each leaf node represents a class label.

Let Y = {yα, α = 1, ...,m} be a set of m class labels. The aim of the
partition issued from the decision tree is to gather the products that share the
same path. Classes (yα)α=1...m are then associated with individual penalty
indexes (p̃α)α=1...m provided by process experts to score process instances.

Product clustering consists of checking the conformance of the correspond-
ing trace with the timed process model. Several criteria are used, in particular
order of operations, presence or absence of some important operations, consis-
tency with the time constraints. These criteria or clustering rules are illustrated
by the decision tree given in Figure 6. The building process of this decision
tree involves several steps. First of all, products that have a path from the
first operation to the end are selected. This means that those whose produc-
tion path is incomplete are excluded. Then, among products that performed
the first and last operation, the algorithm checks whether there are products
that missed a nominal operation. The nominal operation is the operation in
the nominal path. The next step is to check for order of nominal operations
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Fig. 6: Decision tree for product clustering

and the time constraints for transitions between these operations. The light
blue boxes in Figure 6 represent internal nodes that contain split rules. The
gray boxes are leaf nodes with corresponding class labels. Each class is associ-
ated with a penalty index, a real number in [0, 10], depicted in red. Moreover,
a description of all class labels is presented in Table 1.

5.2 Penalty index for products

As mentioned previously, each product is associated with a so-called individual
penalty index, depending on the class it belongs to. This index aims at charac-
terising product quality. As introduced in section 1, the quality of a product
is evaluated based on its production path and on its production batches. Re-
mind that a batch is composed by a set of products produced under the same
configuration, within a given time frame.

Generally, products go through several phases from separate components
to assembly and packaging. Due to the heterogeneity of configuration in the
different phases, the partition of products into batches in each phase is differ-
ent. This means that it is possible to have two products in the same batch in
one phase and in different batches in the other phase. A given product hence
belongs to several batches, one batch per phase. For a given phase, it is as-
signed a unique class indicated by its path along the operations of the phase.
yα, α = 1, . . . ,m.
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Table 1: Description of class labels in the decision tree of Fig. 6

Class label Description

Half begin Products that lack information about the final state.

Half end Products that lack start date information.

Not classified Products that do not have start date and end state information.

Failed Products that have failed an operation and are then discarded.

Missing Products whose production has been completed but some nominal

operations have been missed.

Falsecall Products that have suffered some failures during production and have

passed all nominal operations in order.

Bad timestamp

F

Products that have suffered some failures during production and have

not fulfilled the order of nominal operations.

Bad timestamp Products that have completed production without failure but have

not fulfilled the order of nominal operations.

Episode Products that have completed production without failure and have

passed all nominal operations in order but the time constraints have

not been respected.

Nominal Products that have completed production without failure and have

passed all nominal operations in order and within the time constraints.

Let X = {xi, i = 1, ..., n} be the set of all products. Let Φ = {φk, k =
1, . . . , |Φ|} be the set of phases and Yk = {yα|k, α = 1, ...,mk} the set of
class labels for phase φk. Assume a set of batches B = {bj , j = 1, ..., |B|},
partitioned in B =

⋃|Φ|
k=1 Bk according to the phases, where Bk = {bj|k, j =

1, ..., |Bk|}. The batch of product xi in phase φk is denoted by bji|k.

– Individual penalty index of product xi in a given phase φk
Let p̃k(xi) denote the individual penalty index of product xi in phase φk.
This penalty index inherits the penalty index of the class it belongs to for
the given phase. For example, a product xi that belongs to class yα|k for
phase φk has individual penalty index p̃k(xi) = p̃α|k. As an example, the
individual penalty index of products of the nominal class (see Figure 6)
is equal to 0. Products in this class follow the nominal path without fail
operations and respect the time constraints between operations.

– Penalty index of a batch bj of phase φk
The penalty index of a batch is computed based on the percentage of prod-
ucts in different classes for that batch. Given a batch bj containing |bj |
products, the ratio of products in the class yα|k with the corresponding

penalty index p̃α|k is denoted by rjα|k. The penalty index of a batch bj of
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phase φk is then given by:

pk(bj) =

mk∑
α=1

rjα|k × p̃α|k (3)

As already explained, the quality of a product is influenced by the classes,
i.e. the paths it follows along the production line for the different phases, and
the batches to which it belongs. The different phases and the corresponding
batches may impact product quality differently.

– Global penalty index of product xi The final penalty index of a prod-
uct xi is hence obtained by combining its individual penalty indexes for
each phase and the penalty indexes of the batches it belongs to weighted
by their phases.

pg(xi) =

|Φ|∑
k=1

γk ×
(
λ× p̃k(xi) + (1− λ)× p(bji|k)

)
,

λ, γk ∈ [0, 1],

|Φ|∑
k=1

γk = 1

(4)

Note that the value of individual penalty indexes p̃k(xi) is in [0, 10], the
penalty index of batches and of final products given by equations (3),(4)
are also in [0, 10].

6 Quality evaluation of the PCB production Line

The proposed approach has been illustrated using a data set from a Vitesco
Technologies plant.

6.1 Data description

Raw data considered in this use case are generated in real-time or near-real-
time by the MES. In fact, machines generate data in form of messages that
contain information about production process. An example of decoded mes-
sages from cloud storage service of Vitesco Technologies is presented in Figure
7. The data was anonymised for preserving confidentiality. Messages are gen-
erated from every single operation performing a modification or control over
the product. Hence, messages contain features related to machine, operation
and product. The main features of the messages are given below:

– Type of message (red): there are several types of messages, among which
transitive messages and control messages are mainly used. While transitive
messages notify that the PCB has entered or exited some operations, con-
trol messages give us information on whether or not the process pass as
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expected. Hence, these messages have a feature of sanction that could be
Pass (P) or Fail (F). An example of control messages is the one generated
from the AOI machine.

– Machine host name/Machine ID (pink): the identification of the ma-
chine or computer that performed an operation in the PCB.

– Description of operation (purple): description of the performed oper-
ation.

– Family Code (green): product family that is being produced.
– Serial Number/Board ID (orange): the identification number of the

product.
– Operation Code/Operation ID (blue): the identification number of

the operation being performed.
– Sanction (brown): for control message, the sanction given by the oper-

ation (F/P), the F means the operation has failed meanwhile the P letter
means the operation has been performed successfully.

– Timestamp (magenta): the date and time an operation was performed.

Fig. 7: Snapshot of messages file from MES. Data are anonymised for pre-
serving confidentiality.

To analyse the path of products and their transition time through event
logs, the following features are selected: Type of message, Serial Number, Op-
eration Code, Sanction and Timestamp. The experimentation was carried out
on data related to a specific product family collected during 2019.

For the data preparation, the whole dataset was pre-processed and trans-
formed to event log. The pre-processing consists of removing duplicated mes-
sages, filtering bad format messages and gathering messages related to the
same product together. A fragment of the event log generated from cleaned
messages is shown in Table 2. The data was anonymised for confidentiality
issue.

The final data set corresponds to over 10000 single electronic boards, and
over 98, 5% of them are successfully produced and delivered to clients. These
products are denoted as good product and conversely products that were failed
and rejected during production were denoted as bad product. The number of
products by category in our dataset is presented in Table 3.

During production process, events tagged with a fail notification indicate
that the corresponding operation has not been performed as supposed. Con-
sequently, the product is taken to a diagnosis station and if the defects found
to be non reproducible (NRD Non Reproductible Defect) it would return to
the failed operation and be tested again. The distribution of number of fail
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Table 2: A fragment of an event log generated from messages: an event per
line.

Board ID Operation ID Timestamp Machine ID

Board 0 Operation 19 2019-01-21 11:20:49 Machine 0

Board 0 Operation 12 2019-01-21 11:20:50 Machine 26

Board 0 Operation 13 2019-02-07 23:52:37 Machine 19

Board 0 Operation 14 2019-02-08 00:24:21 Machine 11

Board 0 Operation 15 2019-02-08 00:31:33 Machine 12

Board 0 Operation 16 2019-02-08 00:31:35 Machine 12

Board 0 Operation 17 2019-02-08 00:39:39 Machine 20

Board 0 Operation 18 2019-02-08 00:42:49 Machine 14

Board 0 Operation 19 2019-02-08 00:43:00 Machine 14

Board 0 Operation 999 2019-02-08 00:43:01 Machine 0

Board 1 Operation 19 2019-01-21 11:20:33 Machine 0

Board 1 Operation 12 2019-01-21 11:20:34 Machine 26

Board 1 Operation 37 2019-01-30 23:55:46 Machine 10

Board 1 Operation 37 2019-01-30 23:57:54 Machine 10

Board 1 Operation 21 2019-01-30 23:57:55 Machine 0

... ... ... ...

Table 3: Summary of products produced in 2019

Product category Quantity Percentage (%)
Good product 9902 98,54
Bad product 146 1,56

Total 10048 100

events per product appearing during the production process for good and bad
products is presented in Figure 8. There are more fail events generated in bad
products than in good products, which as shown later, has been integrated in
product quality characterising approach.

An analyse on the production duration for each product was also per-
formed. The production duration corresponds to the time elapsed between the
date when the product is put on the production line and the date when it
finishes the last operation. The number of products per duration is presented
in Figure 9. Most products, actually 79.75%, are manufactured within 2 days.
Nevertheless, some of them stay in the production process much longer, even
up to 6 months. For these products the industrial partner planned a more
thorough analysis requiring the insights of process engineers.
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Fig. 8: Distribution of fail events per product. Left: Bad products, Right: Good
products.

Fig. 9: Histogram of number of products produced in different time intervals.

6.2 Quality evaluation of electronic boards

The quality evaluation of electronics boards relies on the penalty index eval-
uated for each product i.e each PCB.

In the first step, instead of using the min and max value to define two
bounds of the time constraints (see Section 4.3), statistical values, the 5th and
95th percentile are used to exclude outliers and extreme values. The timed pro-
cess model obtained for this use case is shown in Figure 10. The process model
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for this product family is quite simple. Indeed, operations are performed suc-
cessively, one after the other. There is no deviation and there are no operations
that perform at the same time (problem of concurrency).

Fig. 10: The time process model

The next step is to categorize products by comparing their production path
with the timed process model. A decision tree was used for this task (see Figure
6). The decision tree consists of split rules that branch on different classes. Each
class is associated with a penalty index by process expert (presented as red
number) between 0 an 10 which characterises the conformance level. Note that
two classes half begin and half end are excluded because the paths of products
in these classes are incomplete. In fact, as only data registered in 2019 were
considered, products that were put in the production line before 2019 and
appeared again in 2019 were classified in the half end class. Similarly, boards
that have not finished production in 2019 were classified in the half begin class.

Once products are categorized, the penalty index for batches and global
penalty index of products were computed (see equations (3),(4)). The results
are presented below.

– Penalty index obtained by batch: as a reminder, a batch is a sub-set
of products that are produced continuously and consecutively. Batches are
extracted from event logs and the penalty index of a batch is computed
by the equation (3). The relation between penalty index and batch size
in the three phases FE1, FE2 and BE of production process is shown in
Figure 11. Some statistics such as the standard deviation of batch size, the
percentage of batches which have penalty index < 1 and the percentage of
perfect batches with penalty index equal to 0 are also computed (see Table
4). More than half of the batches have a small penalty index, between 0
and 1 over the three phases (see 3rd column in Table 4). Especially in the
FE1 phase, 81.24% of batches respect the timed process model. However,
batches produced in the FE2 and BE phases are less consistent than those
in the FE1 phase. The results also show that there are no perfect batches
i.e batches with penalty index equal to 0. This means that in the dataset
no batch had all its products passing through the production line without
any failure or deviation and within the accepted time intervals. Addition-
ally, it can be seen over the three phases that the number of products per
batch varies with a standard deviation around 200 and batches with a high
penalty index (orange points) have small size. Without an in-depth inves-
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tigation, this correlation is explainable. Indeed, the fact that these batches
are small is probably due to process interruption or changes in configura-
tion after a sequence of products with bad behaviour. This explains that
their penalty index for them is pretty high.

Fig. 11: Penalty indexes and batch sizes for each production phase

Table 4: Summary of batch quality

Batch size Penalty index of batches

Phase Mean Standard deviation
% batch with penalty index < 1

(Good batches, only delays)
% batch with penalty index = 0

(Compliant batches)
FE1 269.42 217.25 84.21 0
FE2 261.03 213.74 69.23 0
BE 241.55 229.25 50 0

Table 5: Summary of product quality

Phase Mean Median Standard deviation Range (max−min) % products with penalty index < 1
FE1 0.54 0.4 0.41 4.84 89.0
FE2 0.71 0.57 0.51 8.51 78.63
BE 0.8 0.75 0.38 3.52 76.38

– Penalty index obtained by product in each phase: The distributions
of penalty indexes for products in the three phases are shown in Figure 12.
Statistics calculated on these distributions which allow for comparison of
production between phases are presented in Table 5. As expected, most
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Fig. 12: Product quality for each production phase

products have penalty indexes between 0 and 1 (more than 75%) which
indicates a good compliance with process model. Table 5 shows that among
the three phases, FE1 is the most consistent with a mean and median value
equal to 0.54 and 0.4. In particular, penalty indexes of products in FE1
phase have less variation than in FE2 (see their range and the standard
deviation). Note that FE1 and FE2 are the same operations performed
on the first and the second side of the PCB. These results are interesting
and open the door for further examination and improvement actions.

– Global penalty index for products: the global penalty index is ob-
tained once the product has performed all phases. The distribution of this
index for all products is presented in Figure 13. As expected from previ-
ous results most of products (91.77%) have small penalty index, between
0 and 1. In association with process experts, detailed analysis should be
performed on products with high penalty index.

7 Conclusion and Future work

This paper presents an event log based framework for learning the graphical
model of a production process and assessing the quality of the manufactured
products. Process mining techniques are used to build a timed process model
and to check the conformance of product’s paths. A penalty index balancing
the path followed by the product along the line, in particular the fail operations
that it has gone through, and the batches it belongs to in different process
phases is presented and justified.

The proposed framework provides valuable information that can be lever-
aged in various problems related to process monitoring and optimisation. For
instance in the process model, the information included about the number
of products going through a given fail operation indicates that an opera-
tion/machine is causing problems and requires maintenance actions soon. It
can hence be viewed as a health indicator. Self-loops around the nodes of the
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Fig. 13: Global penalty indexes for all products.

graph indicate repetitions of tests and operations which are also interesting
to report. On the other hand, the process model may exhibit the number of
products that do not finish the whole process and do not return to production.
Time labels are also informative and interesting to monitor. In particular, an
increasing upper bound is the symptom of a slowdown in between two opera-
tions, which may turn into upstream congestion.

The framework and algorithms are quite generic and can be applied as
is to other manufacturing processes provided that circulating products are
countable. The quality index itself accounts for several phases and it could be
accommodated to more complex processes including discrete and continuous
process phases. For the discrete phases, the framework of this paper could
be used to obtain the individual quality index whereas a quality index would
remain to be defined for continuous phases.

An experiment was conducted on a large dataset from a production line of
the automotive manufacturing company Vitesco Technologies. The experiment
demonstrates that the proposed framework is relevant. The results show to be
effective for domain experts to have a deeper knowledge of the real production
process. The proposed process model evaluates the behaviour of the products
along the production time. It provides a global assessment of the product
circulation and reveals abnormal ones. It is then leveraged to provide insight
into the quality of the different products, which is then combined with the
batches environment impact.

Future work will approach the problem of learning the parameters of the
global penalty index based on after sales service data about products returned
by customers. Another line of work is to consider an additional dimension that
impacts product quality, which is the time slot during which the production
takes place and in particular the time shifts.
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